ETGG3801

Test II

Name:
There are 107 points possible.

12/14/2015
Score:

/ 100

1. (15 points) Write a function called readFile that takes a std::string (or char*) argument named
fname. The function should return a char * buffer that contains the contents of the given file.
Make sure you do error checking – don’t crash if the file doesn’t exist. You can use either C or
C++ code (your choice).

2. (15 points) Ogre::Bites has a virtual function named frameStarted. Discuss how polymorphism
is being used here. The best way to answer this is with code snippets, but if you can’t do that,
carefully worded answers will give you (some) points.
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3. (12 points) Describe (in English) the need for C++’s friend construct. Then give a minimal
example of how it is used.

4. (15 points) Write a templatized (in type T) class called Foo. It should have a protected attribute
(of type T) named mValue. It should have a public constructor that initializes mValue. It should
also have a public getter and setter method. Finally, show a code snippet that tests the class on
two different types (say std::string and int).
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5. (10 points) Describe (in English) the "Singleton" and the "Factory" design patterns.

6. (8 points) What are Python embedding and extending? In your answer, make comparisons (how
are they similar / different?)

7. (6 points) Suppose we have a char * called str and an integer called num. Show how to make a
python tuple (store it in a variable called tup) that contains those two values. I don't care as
much about getting the exact function names as the general approach you use here.

8. (9 points) I've downloaded a package called "awesome" and it contains a /lib (with a bunch of lib
files), an /include (which contains a bunch of .h files) and a /bin (which contains a bunch of .dll
files) directory, all of which I've put in a /dependencies folder in my project directory. List the
steps I need to follow in order to use awesome's functionality in my program.
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9. (7 points) What is a pre-compiled header and why are they useful? Briefly describe the process
of creating one.

10. (10 points) Briefly describe the role (and major methods and / or attributes) of each of these
ssurge classes we created this semester [I'm looking for ~2 sentences for each]:
a. GameObject

b. GameObjectManager

c. Application

d. LogManager
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